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Abstract

A parallel algorithm for regular triangulations is presented. For the purpose of fully dynamic and kinetic particle simu
it allows vertex insertion, deletion, movement, and weight changes. We describe new algorithms for incremental constr
regular triangulations, parallel vertex deletion and insertion. Finally, a parallel Lawson flip algorithm for vertex displac
is presented. The performance analysis demonstrates a significant parallel efficiency for various system sizes and
changes.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many simulations in science are based on disc
objects under the influence of short-ranged or cont
dependent interactions[1]. The influence of such ob
jects or particles on each other can be modeled by
neighbor relationships. In such applications, the nu
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ber of interactions is approximately linear in the nu
ber of particles. This favors the use of a linear siz
graph to describe the possible two-body interactio
In the present article the Delaunay—or more gener
the regular—triangulation[2] is considered for defin
ing neighborship relations. We focus on the use of r
ular triangulations in order to account for the influen
of various particles sizes on the neighborhood top
ogy. The type of model that is supported by the p
sented algorithms are three-dimensional individu
based simulations of spherical particles of various s
.
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with next neighbor interactions. An example are gr
ular media[3]. In addition the incremental insertio
or removal of particles is possible which is suitab
for our target application: The modeling of biologic
tissues with single-cell-based off-lattice simulations
three dimensions.

Various single-cell-based spatial simulations of
ological tissues are calculated on lattices, e.g.,[4,5].
Only a few are based on off-lattice techniques[6–9].
A major problem of the latter is the required com
puter power caused by additional degrees of freed
regarding the neighborhood topology and the posi
of particles, even when using the linear sized reg
triangulations. Current algorithms applied to the pro
lem of regular triangulations are mostly dynamic,
lowing only the insertion and deletion of vertices[10,
11]. From the point of view of tissue simulation th
permits only the description of birth and death of ce
while the movement of cells requires a re-triangulat
of the whole set of vertices. For comparable proble
in the physics of granular media the regular trian
lation approaches is used to describe the neighbor
relations of moving spheres[3]. The implementations
are limited to small numbers of particles and a slow
changing neighborhood, i.e. in these applications
triangulation has to be recomputed only for a limit
number of times. Both limitations need to be dropp
for a realistic description of biological tissues as tum
spheroids[9] or immunological tissue[12].

To overcome current computer hardware limits i
desirable to develop parallel algorithms for dynam
(vertex insertion and removal) and kinetic (vertex d
placement) regular triangulations. Although serial
gorithms exist to either dynamic or kinetic vertic
[3,10,11,13–18], parallel solutions in three dimension
are limited to solutions of subproblems. To our know
edge no parallel deletion algorithms exist while ver
insertion is restricted to the Delaunay triangulatio
i.e. not covering the more general regular trian
lation [19,20]. The only parallel solution for kinetic
vertices is based on shared memory architectures
limited to small displacements[3]. The task to gen
erate an initial Delaunay triangulation is achieved
many parallel solutions[21–25], but none of these ca
generate regular triangulations. Additionally a part
these solutions relies on specialized architectures
shared memory limiting portability of the algorith
and code.
This work presents a parallel algorithm for the co
struction and maintenance of regular triangulatio
supporting dynamic vertices (insertion and deleti
as well as a parallel scheme for vertex kinetics (mo
ment). The tool is appropriate for arbitrary partitio
of vertices and for arbitrary vertex distributions. A
important issue of the present work is to avoid a pre
termined partition of the vertices like in the projectio
based algorithms[23,24]. This allows to distribute ver
tices according to the needs of the application ra
than to an optimal partition for the triangulation
self.

We use data-parallelism as an underlying pa
lelization strategy in combination with task-paral
execution of algorithms. The initial construction
computed by extending the incremental construc
method[21,22] to regular triangulations. The para
lel deletion routine is based on a task-parallel vari
of the incremental construction method. The dyna
insertion of vertices relies on a concurrent Bowy
Watson algorithm[14,15,19]. Based on previous wor
of our group[18] we use the Lawson flip algorithm
[13] for kinetic vertices in conjunction with a new s
lution to parallelize it. Performance experiments sh
that we achieve reasonable scaling with the num
of processors used for the dynamic and kinetic al
rithms even for small numbers of vertices.

2. Terms and definitions

We first define the regular triangulation and rela
geometric objects. Then we introduce the terminolo
of parallel computing as it is used here. All algorithm
are presented for three-dimensional space though
clarity figures illustrate the two-dimensional case
not stated otherwise.

2.1. Regular triangulations

p ∈ R
3 refers to apoint in space. AvertexP = (p,

wp) ∈ R
3 × R denotes a pointp in three-dimensiona

space with an associated positive weightwp.1

A simplexσ〈A,B,C,D〉 is the convex hull of four non
coplanar verticesA,B,C,D. These will be called the

1 We do not consider the formally possible case of nega
weights.
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Fig. 1. The orthocircleM (bold outlined circle) of the simplex
σ〈A,B,C〉 perpendicularly intersects all circles associated with
verticesA,B,C. The weight of each vertex is represented as
radius

√
w of the circles.

endpointsof the simplex. Then atriangulation T of
a set of verticesV is a collection of non-overlappin
simplices covering the convex hull ofV such that
every vertex of every simplexσ ∈ T is element of the
point setV .

We define thepower distancep(P,Q) between the
verticesP = (p,wp) andQ = (q,wq) to be:

(1)p(P,Q) = ‖p − q‖2 − wp − wq

with ‖.‖ denoting the Euclidean norm inR3.
Theorthosphereof a simplexσ〈A,B,C,D〉 with cen-

ter m and radius
√

wm is defined such that withM =
(m,wm)

(2)p(V,M) = 0,

holds for every vertexV ∈ {A,B,C,D}. If all wv and
wm are positive then the orthosphere can be interpr
as a sphere of radius

√
wm with centerm which inter-

sects each sphere with radius
√

wv around the points
v = a, b, c,d orthogonally (Fig. 1). The orthosphere
M is said tocontaina vertexP if p(P,M) < 0.

The triangulationT is said to be aregular trian-
gulation(also known as weighted Delaunay triangu
tion) if the orthosphere of every simplexσ〈A,B,C,D〉 ∈
T contains no vertex. The dual graph of the reg
lar triangulation is known as generalized Voronoi
power diagram which always exists[1,26] and guar-
antees the existence of the regular triangulation
more properties of regular triangulations see[10]).
The well-known relation between regular triangu
tions in dimensiond and convex hulls ind + 1 [27]
leads to a simple criterion to check whether the v
tex V = (v,wv) is contained in the orthosphere
a simplex constructed with the verticesA = (a,wa),
B = (b,wb), C = (c,wc), D = (d,wd). If the vertices
are positively oriented, i.e. if

(3)O(A,B,C,D)
def=

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ax ay az 1
bx by bz 1
cx cy cz 1
dx dy dz 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ > 0,

thenV is contained within the orthosphere if

S(A,B,C,D,V )

(4)
def=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ax − vx ay − vy az − vz ‖a − v‖2 − wa + wv

bx − vx by − vy bz − vz ‖b − v‖2 − wb + wv

cx − vx cy − vy cz − vz ‖c − v‖2 − wc + wv

dx − vx dy − vy dz − vz ‖d − v‖2 − wd + wv

∣∣∣∣∣∣ > 0

holds andV is said to violate theDelaunay criterionof
simplexσ〈A,B,C,D〉. The simplex is calledinvalidated
by vertexV or non-regular. A triangulation is called
non-regular if any of its simplices is non-regular.

We call the points of a given point setV to be in
general position[28] if

• no four points are coplanar, and
• no five points are co(ortho)spherical.

2.2. Elementary topological transformations

Many of the parallel algorithms rely on Lawson
flip algorithm [13] which has been extended to thr
dimensions[16,17]and regular triangulations[10] be-
fore. We will briefly describe the algorithm using th
general position assumption.

It has been shown that under certain circumstan
[10] a non-regular triangulation can be transform
into a regular one using sequences of the follow
local topological transformations (also known asflips)
of sets of five points. The first flip of type 1→ 4 re-
places one simplex and a vertex inside the simplex
four simplices. The second flip 4→ 1 reverses this
transformation. The second pair consists of the
2 → 3 which replaces two simplices by three, and
flip 3 → 2 reversing this transformation (Fig. 2). For
the last two transformations all vertices have to be
a convex configuration. A flip is performed when t
Delaunay criterion S(A,B,C,D,V ) (Eq. (4)) of one
of the simplicesσ〈A,B,C,D〉 is violated by the fifth ver-
texV .
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Fig. 2. The four possible flips in three dimensions are shown.
visible edges have been drawn by dashed lines. The upper
shows the replacement of a triangle〈A,B,C〉 by an edge〈D,E〉
(flip 2 → 3). The reverse operation is the flip 3→ 2. All five ver-
tices have to be in a convex configuration. The lower panel show
flip 1 → 4 inserting vertexE into the simplex〈A,B,C,D〉 replac-
ing it by four simplices. The reverse operation flip 4→ 1 removes a
vertex from a triangulation. In that case the vertexE has to be inside
the convex hull (simplex) of the verticesA,B,C,D.

If a flip 4 → 1 is performed then a vertex which
not endpoint of any simplex, is created. This vertex
called aredundant vertex[10,11](Fig. 3). A redundant
vertex will not be re-inserted via flip 1→ 4 as long
as no other vertex changes its position, weight, o
removed from the triangulation[11].

2.3. Parallel terminology and general parallelizatio
scheme

The aim of this work is to generate a portable pa
lel program. This leads us to use the Message Pas
Interface (MPI)[29]. In this context aprocessis a copy
of a program running on some computer communic
ing with other processes on the same or other com
ers. The communication functions are defined in
MPI standard. Each of these processes is assign
unique identifier calledrank.

The paradigm used for parallelization is da
parallelism. To allow communication between proce
es we need a global data structure with subsets o
data locally stored at each process. For that purp
we uniquely attribute every vertex to some processpi .
We call this vertexownedby the processpi . Glob-
ally, a vertexV can be identified by a pair of indice
V �→ [pV ,nV ] wherepV andnV are the process own
l

Fig. 3. Illustration of redundant vertices. A vertex is not inser
into the triangulation when it does not invalidate any simplex. T
positive weights of the triangulated vertices are shown as empty
cles. The redundant vertex (with the dark grey circle representin
weight) is, according to the power distance Eq.(1), not contained in
the orthocircles of the simplices (light grey circles).

ing it and a locally unique index, respectively. Th
ensures that processes do not need to commun
to create globally unique indices. Each index pai
coupled with a pointer to the data structure of the v
tex. We call that index pair together with the pointe
metapointer[3].

The basic data structure for the regular triangu
tion is a simplex list. Each simplex consists of fo
metapointers to its endpoints. Additionally, every si
plex is associated itself with a metapointer. Simpli
are connected amongst each other via their sim
metapointer which is useful within the flip algorithm
The difference to the metapointers of vertices is t
the first index does not imply that the correspond
process owns this simplex—it is just a unique ide
tifier. Simplices can be shared amongst processes
pending on which of its endpoints belongs to wh
process. Consequently, every process needs a co
vertices of itsneighbor processesto which the ver-
tex metapointers of the simplex point to. Aneighbor
processof a processpi is defined as every processpj

with which pi shares at least one simplex. We w
refer to a shared simplex asboundary simplex. They
mark the connection of parts of the triangulations
sociated with each process (Fig. 4).

For simplicity if the common face of two simplice
involves only vertices owned by neighbor proces
the neighborship relation is not set (Fig. 4). Thus,
it is determined which simplices are stored at wh
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Fig. 4. A two-dimensional example of data-parallelism. Two s
of vertices (open and closed circles) are assigned to two dis
processes. The white simplices (triangles) exist only once at
process while the grey-shaded ones are boundary simplices
present at both processes. The shaded simplices have a unique
pointer despite the fact that they are stored at both processes
double-headed arrows indicate which inter-simplex links are not
ible for the process associated with the open circles. These link
only visible for the second process (closed circles).

process thereby defining thedomainthat a process i
working on.

The concept of metapointers allows to identify v
tices and simplices when exchanging information
tween processes and allows easy access to geom
cally identical objects stored at different processes

In addition, direct vertex–vertex connections a
part of the global vertex data structure in order to
cilitate access to this information important in ma
applications.

Essentially all algorithms provided here modify
collection of simplices by replacement of a part
the triangulation with a different triangulation. With
the parallel algorithms however, the modification
boundary simplices is challenging as the proces
may perform different changes to the triangulat
which can interfere. Therefore it is required to guar
tee a unique solution of the algorithm by allowing on
one process to operate on a given subset of the tria
lation. Then the result is sent to the neighbor proces
sharing the simplices. For this purpose we introd
the termaccess rights: The blocking statusof a sim-
plex guarantees that only one processpi has acces
rights. We call such a simplex blocked by processpi .
This requires communication with neighbor proces
to provide unique access rights amongst the partici
ing processes.

Access restriction does not guarantee that suc
sive changes to the triangulation performed by o
process are performed in the same order at a neig
-

-

process: Assume processp1 shares a part of the trian
gulation with processesp2 andp3. Processp1 induces
changes of the triangulation followed by processp2.
Each of the processesp1 and p2 send requests t
processp3 for an update of the shared part of t
triangulation. These messages may be received in
versed order by the processp3 as the MPI standar
guarantees only correct message ordering between
processes. The solution of thismessage delayproblem
is given explicitly for every algorithm. Note, that fo
vertices the access rights are defineda priori by their
metapointer and remain unchanged. In contrast s
plex access rights are a dynamical property within
different algorithms.

3. Initial triangulation

The initial triangulation of a point set takes a
vantage of the incremental construction of Delaun
triangulations[30,31]. The unweighted case was a
ready parallelized previously[21,22]. We will expand
it to regular triangulations. The presented algorit
works efficiently for uniformly distributed point se
and small vertex weightswv , i.e. if√|wv| � l

holds withl = (Vcube/Nvert)
1/3 being the average dis

tance betweenNvert uniformly distributed vertices in
side a cube of volumeVcube. In that regime the trian
gulation is constructed in approximately linear time

3.1. Recall of incremental construction

The incremental construction algorithm starts fro
an initial simplex that fulfills the Delaunay criterion
The algorithm inserts all faces of that simplex in a
called active face list (AFL)[21]. Every face in the
AFL will be expanded to a Delaunay simplex. This
done by searching through all vertices until the n
simplex fulfills the Delaunay criterion. Naturally, th
search considers only vertices in the half space op
site to the simplex generating the face. When a n
simplex is constructed it generates three new face
any of those faces is already in the AFL it will be r
moved completely from the AFL—otherwise it will b
added for expansion. If no vertex can be found to
pand a given face into a simplex then the face belo
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to the boundary of the convex hull and will be remov
from the AFL as well. This algorithm is expensive
it is of complexityO(N3) for N vertices.

In practical implementations however one c
achieve an almost linear performance by several
provements: First, the check if a new face is pres
in the AFL can be done using hash maps resul
in an amortized constant time operation[21]. A sec-
ond improvement is to use a bucketing technique
localization of vertices that might result in a D
launay simplex[32]. A simple method are uniform
grids [21]. One assigns every vertex to a grid c
and performs bounding box or spiral searches on
grid starting close to the face to expand. For u
form vertex distributions a vertex is found in consta
time. Other distributions may take longer and oth
grid techniques might be more useful. Note, howe
that this technique has been slightly modified (
Section5) in order to conveniently treat kinetic ve
tices.

Another improvement is to simplify the comput
tion of the Delaunay criterion. To prevent the alg
rithm to evaluate the whole determinant (Eq.(4)) for
every vertex one can use the signed Delaunay dist
SD of a pointd ∈ R

3 from a face〈a,b, c〉 [21,22],

(5)

SD(d)
def= (

m(d) − m〈a,b,c〉
) · (a − b) × (a − c)

‖(a − b) × (a − c)‖ ,

with m〈a,b,c〉 the center of the circumcircle of th
face〈a,b, c〉 andm(d) the center of the circumsphe
formed by the four pointsa, b, c, d which depends
only on the pointd for the given face〈a,b, c〉. It can
be shown that finding the vertex that forms a Delau
simplex with the face〈a,b, c〉 is equivalent to find-
ing a vertex that minimizes SD(d) [22]. With some
transformations (Appendix A) one can further reduc
this equation to compute only terms depending on
point d [22]. This significantly reduces the number
necessary computations.

In order to construct the initial simplex first a D
launay edge has to be found. A sufficient condition
an edge fulfilling the Delaunay criterion is that the c
cumsphere with minimal radius contains no other v
tex. One possibility is to search for the vertex closes
a given starting vertex. This edge can be expanded
Delaunay face by minimizing a two-dimensional ve
sion of the signed Delaunay distance. Then this fac
expanded to the initial simplex as described above
without restricting the vertex search to a single h
space.

3.2. Parallel incremental construction for
unweighted Delaunay triangulations

The parallelization of the above algorithm for i
cremental Delaunay construction is straightforw
(Fig. 6, left panel). In contrast to previous work w
do not use a geometric partition in the sense o
merge-first divide and conquer algorithm[21]. We as-
sign the vertices to the processes using a space fi
curve. For this purpose we use the partition functi
from the ParMetis library[33]. In this procedure ever
vertex is uniquely assigned to a process but ev
process holds a temporary copy of the whole set. Ev
processpi triangulates its vertices stopping at its d
main boundary. The boundary is defined by the D
launay faces consisting only of vertices belonging
other processesp(j 	=i).

It can happen that the assignment of vertices
processes results in non-simply connected domain
the triangulation as the partition function does not ta
care of that. Therefore every vertex attributed to
process is checked if it is vertex of at least one s
plex. If a vertex is found that is not connected it
used to construct another initial simplex which then
expanded to another domain until all vertices are c
nected to simplices. Note, that this is a procedure
security and a rare event in most situations.

After the domain of processpi has been triangu
lated the process will contact its neighbor proces
The corresponding contacts are automatically ge
ated during the construction of the boundary fac
Neighbor processes are contacted to link together t
common simplices assigning a unique metapointe
each simplex (Fig. 4). In this way the initial proces
communication topology is defined which will be us
in the other algorithms. The temporary copies of v
tices from unconnected processes are removed
only those of neighbor processes remain.

3.3. Extension to regular triangulations

The extension of the signed Delaunay dista
(Eq. (5)) to regular triangulations is straightforwa
by replacing the points by vertices withm(D) and
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Fig. 5. The two-dimensional lifted map of a one-dimensional re
lar triangulation demonstrating how to find a starting vertex for
incremental construction. The paraboloid of a standard Delau
triangulation is shown as reference. The vertices are shifted do
wards (assuming positive weights). Starting the algorithm with
(lifted) vertexV + one finds the tangential planeTV M (dashed line)
with normal vectorT . The tangential planeTV M is shifted along
T until no vertex is on its positive side (defined by the normal v
tor T ) thus finding the vertexU+ as start vertex and the shifte
planeTV M� (full line). To get the initial simplex (edge in this ex
ample) one searches for the vertexW+ which minimizes the angle
α between the shifted planeTV M� and the line connecting the sta
vertexU+ with itself resulting in the planeTV M ′ (dashed dotted
line). Open circles denote redundant vertices of the triangulatio

m〈A,B,C〉 now being the centers of the orthosphe
(see alsoAppendix A). The major change to the orig
inal algorithm is the detection of redundant vertic
For example, the simplex algorithm used to determ
the initial simplex for Delaunay triangulations will fa
if one accidentally starts with a redundant vertex. T
can be avoided by consideration of convex hulls: T
Delaunay triangulation is related to the convex h
[27] by the lifted mapp ∈ R

3 �→ p+ = (p,‖p‖2) =
(px,py,pz,‖p‖2) ∈ R

4 (Fig. 5). This translates the in
cremental Delaunay construction into a gift-wrapp
algorithm for convex hulls. The corresponding lifte
mapV+ of a set of weighted verticesV is V ∈ V ⊂
R

3 ×R �→ V + = (v,‖v‖2 −wv) = (vx, vy, vz,‖v‖2 −
wv) ∈ R

4. In the case of equal weights all vertices
on a paraboloid inR4. With different weightswv lifted
verticesV + are shifted below or above (in the case
negative weights) the paraboloid.
The starting simplex is found as follows (Fig. 6,
right panel):

• The tangential hyper planeTV M of the paraboloid
in R

4 generated by the lifting map is calculat
for an arbitrary vertexV . The tangential plane
through the pointV + = (v,‖v‖2 − wv) ∈ R

4 is
given by its normalT

(6)T = 1√
4‖v‖2 + 1

(2v,−1) .

If no lifted vertexD+ lies on the positive side o
the tangential hyper planeTV M , i.e. if

T · (D+ − V +)

= t · (d − v) − (‖d‖2 − ‖v‖2 − wd + wv

)
< 0

(7)∀D+ ∈ V+,

then the vertex is not redundant. Note, thatT ·
(D+ − V +) > 0 does not necessarily mean th
the vertex is redundant. In the case of redunda
the tangential hyper planeTV M is parallel shifted
into the pointD+ and the search is repeated u
til a proper vertexU+ and the shifted hyperplan
TV M∗ is found (Fig. 5).

• FromU+ the initial edge is computed by searc
ing for the vertexW+ which minimizes the an
gleα:

(8)cosα = T · (W+ − U+)

‖W+ − U+‖4

(with ‖.‖4 being the Euclidean norm inR4). In R
3

the initial edge is then given by〈U,W 〉.
• To find the first face of the initial simplex on

‘tilts’ the tangential hyper planeTV M into a hyper
planeT ′

V M containing the edge so that the norm
T ′ becomes

T ′ = N

‖N‖4
with

(9)N = T − (W+ − U+)
T · (W+ − U+)

‖W+ − U+‖4
.

Then the first face is constructed with the ver
Y+ that minimizes the angleβ between the hype
planeT ′

V M and the orthogonal projectionP of the
vectorY+ − U+ with respect to the edge forme
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ices
begin incremental_construction( V )
create uniform grid
call find_initial_simplex()
while AFL not emptydo

facef ← f ∈ AFL
for all verticesD ∈ V do

if D in positive half space off and
SD(D) < SD(V ) then
vertexV ← D

end if
end for
if V not emptythen

create simplexσ〈A,B,C,V 〉
for all nf ∈ new facesdo

if nf /∈ AFL then
if nf 	= boundary facethen

AFL ← nf
end if

else
removenf from AFL

end if
end for

else
border of domain

end if
remove face〈A,B,C〉 from AFL

end while
synchronize simplices
end incremental_construction

begin find_initial_simplex()
calculateTV M from V + ∈ V+
for all D+ ∈ V+, D+ 	= V + do

if T · (D+ − V +) > 0 then
U+ ← D+

end if
end for
for all D+ ∈ V+, D+ 	= U+ do

if T ·(D+−U+)
‖D+−U+‖4

<
T ·(W+−U+)
‖W+−U+‖4

then

W+ ← D+
end if

end for

T ← T − (W+ − U+)
T ·(W+−U+)
‖W+−U+‖4

T ← T/‖T ‖4
Q ← W+ − U+
Q ← Q/‖Q‖4
for all D+ ∈ V+, D+ 	= U+,W+ do

P ← D+ − U+ − Q[(D+ − U+) · Q]
P ′ ← Y+ − U+ − Q[(Y+ − U+) · Q]
if T ·P

‖P‖4
< T ·P ′

‖P ′‖4
then

Y+ ← D+
end if

end for
for all D ∈ V do

if SD(D) < SD(X) then
X ← D

end if
end for
create simplexσ〈U,W,Y,X〉
end find_initial_simplex

Fig. 6. Pseudo-code of initial triangulation of a set of verticesV . Only the creation of the uniform grid and the synchronization of simpl
requires communication. The vertex searches are optimized using the uniform grid. See text for symbols.
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cosβ = T ′ · P
‖P ‖4

with

P = Y+ − U+ − (W+ − U+)

(10)× (Y+ − U+) · (W+ − U+)

‖W+ − U+‖2
4

.

• To complete the initial simplexσ〈U,W,Y,X〉 the
signed Delaunay distance to the constructed f
〈U,W,Y 〉 is minimized.

The full triangulation is constructed as before by m
imizing the signed Delaunay distance. Any ver
which is left without an incident simplex is a redu
dant vertex and will get marked as such.

Parallelization of this scheme implies several pr
lems: The initial simplex found by the algorithm ma
not contain any of the vertices associated with
process calculating it, i.e.U,W,Y,X belong to neigh-
bor processes despite that the starting vertexV be-
longs to the process. In addition the identification
redundant vertices is non-trivial. In contrast to the
rial code, vertices which are not vertex of a simp
are not necessarily redundant but may be part o
simplex that belongs to an unconnected part of
triangulated area. This is related to non-simply c
nected domains that may emerge by a bad partitio
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the vertices. We solved these problems with an a
rithm that we termedconstruction hopping. In analogy
to the simplex visibility walk during incremental inse
tion algorithms[18,34]one chooses a face of the fou
initial simplex that is oriented towards the desired i
tial vertex. This face is expanded as in the norm
construction process. Again one of the faces of
newly constructed simplex is chosen and expand
This procedure is repeated until one of the follo
ing three cases occurs: (i) A simplex that contains
start vertex is found and can be used as initial simp
(ii) Another vertex owned by the process is vertex
a simplex which now serves as initial simplex. (i
The chosen vertex is redundant and lies within a s
plex constructed during construction hopping. Th
another vertex is used to start the initial simplex sea
from the beginning. The identification of redunda
vertices is done using either the simplex visibility wa
or—if it fails—by construction hopping.

The vertex search on the grid requires a mod
cation of the bucketing technique as the weight
vertices alters the minimization of the signed Dela
nay distance. We interpret the weight as a sph
mapped onto the grid eventually covering more th
one grid cell. As this work focuses on tissue model
the spheres (thought of as cells) are of similar dia
eter as the minimal distance between vertices. T
every sphere is likely to cover only a small part of t
uniform grid. For significantly larger weightswv the
search on the uniform grid becomes inefficient a
large fraction of all vertices is attributed to a sing
grid cell. This vertex search algorithm scales linea
with the numbers of vertices thus resulting in an ov
all quadratic construction algorithm.

3.4. Robustness issues

All calculations are performed with double prec
sion floating point numbers. Generally, using flo
ing point representations of positions and topolog
properties suffers from numerical imprecision of co
puter calculations. To deal with the rare cases of
consistent triangulations (less than 1% of the tes
uniform distributions) two approaches are used. T
first one is ana posteriorierror correction algorithm
which relies on the distortion of the input vertices[28].
After the distortion the whole triangulation is recom
puted from scratch. This also ensures that the vert
are in general position (Section2.1) which guarantee
a unique solution for the triangulation. The second
proach uses interval arithmetics[35] provided by the
BOOST library[36] to filter critical cases. If this indi-
cates critical numerical errors of floating point calc
lations the orientation or orthosphere primitive is c
culated with adaptive precision instead of comput
the signed Delaunay distance. The hand-tuned a
tive precision primitives of Shewchuk[37] are used.
For our purpose we extended the circumsphere pr
tive to the orthosphere primitive. It is up to the user
decide if thea posteriorivertex distortion or error de
tection by interval arithmetics fits best to the desi
application.

Note, if the construction of the initial simplex fai
the convex hull algorithm is recalculated by prec
arithmetics provided by the iRRAM library[38].

4. Dynamic vertices

To change an existing triangulation according t
given application all intended operations, i.e. wh
vertices are deleted, are inserted, changed their ve
weight, or are displaced by a given vector are c
lected. Each process has a local list of changes
have to be performed on its own vertices. The chan
are then applied successively in the order they are
sented below. The sequential execution of the chan
to the triangulation is required as the algorithms u
to perform each change are not compatible for con
rent execution.

The updates of the triangulation cause also chan
to the boundary simplices. The connections are a
matically set as described in Section2.3. Also new “in-
ternal surfaces” between processes can occur chan
the topology of process communication. Any of t
presented algorithms may create simplices which
shared between processespi andpj that formerly did
not share any simplex. This information always ste
from a processpk which is connected to the process
pi andpj . Following the message of processpk , both
unconnected processes exchange their vertices t
tablish a connection for communication (Section2.3).
Similarly overhead connections are removed after
changes have been completed by checking if com
nicating processes share any simplex at all. Thi
done to reduce both memory and communication o
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of the
begin delete_vertices( dlist )
while dlist not emptydo

if messages receivedthen
call deletion_events()

else
vertexV ← V ∈ dlist
for all simplicesσ with V ∈ σ do

if σ not blockedthen
blockσ

else
V → dlist
V ← V ∈ dlist

end if
end for
if σ : V ∈ σ is sharedthen

if rank> neighbor ranksthen
blockσ

else
request neighbor to blockσ

end if
else

delete vertex and fill cavity
end if

end if
end while
end delete_vertices

begin deletion_events()
if blocking requestedthen

if no accessthen
deny blocking

else
block simplex

end if
else if unblock requestedthen

unblock simplex
else if blocking successfulthen

if all simplices accessiblethen
delete vertex and fill cavity
send result to neighbors

end if
else if access deniedthen

unblock simplices
send unblock request to neighbor
V → dlist
V ← V ∈ dlist

else if result receivedthen
if improper deletion historythen

receive delayed messages
end if
apply received changes

end if
end deletion_events

Fig. 7. Pseudo-code for deleting vertices from a listdlist. The left panel shows the serial part of the code. The right panel the response
process to messages.
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head. We do not further note this routine in the deta
description of the algorithms.

4.1. Vertex deletion

The vertex deletion algorithm is similar to the a
gorithm used for the initial construction. The deleti
of a vertexV infers that all simplices having it as en
point will be removed. The Delaunay triangles ma
ing the border of the created cavity will then be sto
in an AFL. The neighbor vertices ofV defined by the
edges of the original triangulation are stored in a v
tex list VL. The AFL and the reduced vertex set VL
used in the same manner as the expansion step d
the construction of the initial triangulation (Section3).
For simplicity we do not use a uniform grid for the ve
tex search here even though the algorithm scales
O(k2) with k being the number of edges of the ve
tex V . In generalk is small (� 20) and the loss o
performance due to non-optimal scaling is negligi
compared to the overhead caused by creation of
uniform grid.

The parallel scheme is a combination of task a
data-parallelism. A processpi trying to delete a vertex
collects the incident simplices. If none of the simplic
is a boundary simplex, the vertex is deleted like in
serial case (Fig. 7, left panel). Otherwise the simplice
are marked as blocked and the corresponding neig
processespk are contacted. These will check if:

(1) The simplices exist.
(2) The simplices are not blocked by other proces

If both conditions are fulfilled the processespk block
the simplices and send a success message topi . As
soon aspi has received success messages from
pk it fills the cavity using the above mentioned i
cremental construction algorithm. The result is s
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to the processespk which performs the correspond
ing changes (Fig. 7, right panel). If the conditions ar
not fulfilled the processpi will unblock the simplices.
Consequently, further neighbor processes which s
cessfully tested the conditions are requested to
block the simplices, too. The vertex is then defer
andpi tries to delete another vertex from the list
vertices to be removed as requested by the applica
The vertex is reconsidered later when both simplex
cess conditions are fulfilled (Fig. 7, right panel).

The first condition can be violated by message
lays (Section2.3): Two cavities filled by the processe
pi andpj may depend on each other, e.g., the ac
of pj may occur after the changes performed bypi .
When nowpj requests the blocking of its cavity at
third processpk the latter may not have applied th
changes ofpi thus some simplices may not exist atpk

yet. The second condition can be violated if a nei
bor processpj deletes a vertex whose cavity interse
with the cavity of the vertex to be deleted by proce
pi at the same time.

A significant amount of messages can be sa
by modifying the two conditions above. Introducin
a priority order between the processes based on
rank we test the second condition only locally wh
the processes sharing the simplex are of lower ra
Thus, any process assumes that it can access a sim
σ〈A,B,C,D〉 when its rank is the highest among the ra
of the processes the verticesA,B,C,D are assigned
to and ifσ〈A,B,C,D〉 is not blocked (Fig. 7, left panel).

However, the above improvement can lead to
wrong message order due to message delays (
tion 2.3). Therefore a receiving processpi has to
restore the correct message order: We incremen
send a history of vertices deleted by the send
process and by its neighbors. The receiving procespi

then searches for messages concerning not yet de
vertices. This introduces some additional effort, ho
ever, the detection of the rather rare events of wr
message order is still much faster than the full test
both conditions.

Task-parallelism is achieved by using the idle tim
of processpi while waiting for the response to th
messages explained above. Priority is given to exe
checks of simplices requested by neighbor proces
If none of those messages have to be dealt with, t
processpi tries to delete another vertex from the lis
x

-

d

.

The whole algorithm is finished as soon as a ma
process has recorded that all processes have de
their vertex list.

4.2. Vertex insertion

The incremental vertex insertion requires two ste
Firstly, the determination of the topological location
the point within the triangulation and secondly co
puting the resulting triangulation. For the first task
use a randomized simplex visibility walk as describ
previously[18,34]. Since the simplex walk does n
change the triangulation, it is parallelized direct
When a process encounters a simplex that locate
vertex beyond one of its boundary faces, it sends
vertex to one of the processes owning the vertice
that face. It will also send the simplex and one of
vertices to the receiving process. The receiver will s
the simplex walk with that simplex or—if the simple
does not exist anymore (see below)—a simplex wh
is close to the given vertex. The vertex is assign
to the process that finishes the simplex walk ther
maintaining a good partition. The starting simplex
chosen to be the first simplex in the simplex list
long as the application provides no information o
close vertex (which is the case for modeling dividi
cells). The expected complexity for locating the ver
in a uniform distribution isO(N1/3) (N is the number
of vertices) as in the serial case[18,34].

For the insertion of the vertex in the triangulati
we use the Bowyer–Watson algorithm[14,15]. All
simplices which violate the Delaunay criterion wh
the vertexV is inserted are deleted and the cavity
re-triangulated using a star-shaped triangulation w
centerV (Fig. 8). For parallelization we use a concu

Fig. 8. Bowyer–Watson algorithm for an unweighted Delaunay
angulation. The simplex containing the vertexV (dark grey triangle)
is found by the simplex walk. Then all simplices which do not ful
the empty orthocircle criterion (left panel, grey triangles and
cles) are replaced by a star shaped triangulation centered atV (right
panel, grey triangles).
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es response
begin insert_vertices( ilist )
while ilist not emptydo

if messages receivedthen
call insert_events()

else
vertexV ← V ∈ ilist
if simplex walk at borderthen

send simplex walk to neighbor
else

start virtual domainvd
block simplices invalidated byV
construct virtual simplices
if σ ∈ vd is sharedthen

sendvd to neighbor processes
else

turn virtual domain ‘real’
end if

end if
end if

end while
end insert_vertices

begin insert_events()
if simplex walk requestthen

continue simplex walk
if simplex walk at borderthen

send simplex walk to neighbor
else

start virtual domain
end if

else if virtual domainvd then
if data structure not consistentthen

receive delayed messages
end if
expand virtual domain
if vd is completethen

send result to initiator ofvd
else if σ ∈ vd is blockedthen

send abort to initiator ofvd
end if

else if virtual domain completethen
turn virtual domain ‘real’
request neighbor to turnvd ‘real’

else if request to turnvd realthen
turn virtual domain ‘real’

else if virtual domain blockedthen
abort virtual domain
request neighbors to unblockvd

end if
end insert_events

Fig. 9. Pseudo-code for the insertion routine. The left panel shows the local process operations. The right panel shows the process
to received messages.
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rent Bowyer–Watson algorithm: vertex insertions
performed at different locations of the triangulatio
For this purpose,virtual domainsare introduced as th
set of virtual simplicesfilling the star-shaped regio
that results from the Bowyer–Watson algorithm. Th
the virtual domain is the result of the insertion of t
vertex V without actually applying the changes, i.
deletion of invalidated simplices or upset of simple
simplex-neighborship relations.

During the parallel routine the simplices inva
dated by the vertexV are collected. These simplice
are blocked (Fig. 9, left panel). A virtual simplex is
constructed only if a neighborσ1 of an invalidated
simplex σ2 remains valid. Then the virtual simple
is constructed out of the three common endpoints
σ1 and σ2 and the vertexV . If some of the inval-
idated simplices are boundary simplices, the nei
bor processes are contacted. When the simplices
not used in another insertion process, i.e. are bloc
then these processes perform three tasks (Fig. 9, right
panel):

(1) Find further simplices invalidated byV .
(2) Construct virtual simplices if they do not exist y
(3) Contact further processes to do the same if

quired.

After the whole invalidated region has been de
mined the virtual domain is turned ‘real’ by erasing
invalid simplices and setting the correct neighbors
relations thus completing the Bowyer–Watson al
rithm on all involved neighboring processes. In ord
to do this, the initiating process will send a final ‘com
pletion’ signal to all participating processes (Fig. 9),
thus acting like a master process controlling its
namically selected workers. In the case that simpl
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are blocked by a concurrent virtual domain an ab
signal is sent to the owner process of vertexV which
abandons the virtual domain and orders other neigh
processes to do so as well. Note, that this might re
in deadlocks, when two or more processes block e
other repeatedly if all remaining vertices have int
secting virtual domains. To solve such deadlocks
process ranks are compared giving the higher-ran
process the exclusive access rights for the invol
simplices until its vertex is inserted.

A careful analysis shows that two virtual domai
which do not overlap but share at least one face
result in a non-regular triangulation. For example,
the simplicesσ1 andσ2 invalidated by the verticesV1
and V2, respectively, share a common face. The
sumption of non-overlapping virtual domains impli
that neither vertexV2 invalidatesσ1 norV1 invalidates
σ2. However, vertexV2 may invalidate the new sim
plex formed by the common face of the two simplic
σ1 andσ2 and the vertexV1. In that way the two vir-
tual domains can create non-regular simplices. T
not only invalidated simplices but also their neighb
have to be blocked.

Similar to the deletion routine we achieve tas
parallelism by using the idle times of a process
answer messages of neighbor processes or tryin
insert other vertices. The advantage of using virt
domains is that the collection of invalidated simplic
and the construction of new ones are done in para
Thus, upon successful completion no post-proces
of the collected simplices is required.

A disadvantage of the used algorithm is the occ
rence of message delays. In contrast to the dele
algorithm, the procedure to create the virtual dom
provides already all necessary information to de
which vertices have to be inserted as the vertices
validate different sets of simplices. If these simplic
do not exist or are still virtual, the receiving proce
checks for the completion message of the initiat
process (Fig. 9, right panel).

Again the completion of the whole parallel inse
tion algorithm is controlled by a master process.

The algorithm described here is quite similar to
task-parallel Bowyer–Watson algorithm proposed p
viously [19,20]. However, in the present work virtua
domains have been introduced to decrease the nu
of tasks that require communication. Other chan
are the extension to a different data structure that s
r

ports the needed algorithms, and the extension to
ular triangulations.

5. Kinetic vertices

5.1. Artificial vertices in the flip algorithm

As we use the Lawson flip algorithm[13,16,17]
to maintain the triangulation of kinetic vertices it
convenient to use artificial vertices (with zero weig
which ensure convexity of the triangulation duri
vertex movement. These artificial vertices are loca
far outside the triangulation so that they do not
terfere with the application. The bucketing techniq
[32] used during the incremental construction has
be adapted as the grid resulting from the inclusion
the artificial vertices would be much too large to allo
efficient scanning. Therefore the additional artific
vertices are considered only when the signed Delau
distance of a given face minimized with grid vertic
is larger than the minimum distance between the u
form grid and the artificial vertices or when no gr
vertex can be found to expand that face.

5.2. Maintain valid triangulation

First of all, the algorithm ensures that the mov
ment of a vertex does not change the orientation
simplex, i.e. the positionv of vertexV remains in the
feasible regionΩV defined by

ΩV = {
p ∈ R

3: O
(
A,B,C,P = (p,0)

)
> 0

(11)∀σ〈A,B,C,V 〉 ∈ T
}
.

In order to do this, for every vertex a directional ma
imum displacement is calculated[18]. If the desired
position change of the vertex is larger the movem
is split into several steps. As the movement of one v
tex influences how far the others are allowed to mo
an asynchronous movement is necessary. To kee
maximum parallel performance, the parallel algorit
will only move vertices which have no connectio
to vertices owned by a process with a higher ra
The remaining vertices will only be moved after r
ceipt of a message from the neighboring process a
a performed move of the connected vertices. W
every vertex has been moved the flip algorithm is
plied. If a vertex has been displaced only in parts t
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begin move_vertices( mlist, wlist )
perform weight changes fromwlist
while mlist not emptydo

for all V ∈ mlist do
if orientation violatedthen

split displacement
else

displace vertex
remove vertex frommlist

end if
end for
call do_flips()

end while
end move_vertices

Fig. 10. The pseudo-code for the kinetic algorithm moving v
tices according tomlist and performs weight changes accordi
to wlist.

the orientation check is repeated, another part of
movement is performed and the flip algorithm is cal
again. This procedure is repeated until all vertices h
moved to their final position (Fig. 10).

Instead of calculating the maximum displaceme
the program can be configured such that ana poste-
riori check is applied to detect misoriented simplic
If such simplices are found total re-triangulation b
comes necessary. Nevertheless the average calcu
time needed may be reduced by replacing the mo
ment splitting calculation by the fastera posterioriori-
entation control. The choice of the appropriate met
depends on the length of the spatial stepsize of the
plication.

5.3. Parallel flip algorithm

The sequential algorithm is a simple search for n
regular simplices in a list of simplices: A simplex
that list is chosen which we call anactivesimplex. The
Delaunay criterion with its neighbor simplices (t
passivesimplices) is calculated. If a flip is necessary
will be performed, and the new simplices are store
the end of the simplex list[3,10,13,16]. The algorithm
iterates through the list. When the end is reached
triangulation has become regular[10]. As every valid
simplex will become an active simplex at least on
it is possible that the same Delaunay criterion is co
puted twice to check for the flip 2→ 3, three times
for flip 3 → 2, and four times for flip 4→ 1. To pre-
n

vent this overhead every result of a Delaunay criter
with a neighbor simplex is stored at both the active a
passive simplices.

Our parallel algorithm is based on the definiti
of access rights to the simplices. The basic idea i
use a relational operation of vertices. A processp has
access to a simplexσ〈A,B,C,D〉 whenp has the great
est numbers of vertices inσ〈A,B,C,D〉 (4, 3, or 2). If
several processes have equal greatest numbers o
tices in σ〈A,B,C,D〉 (all 1 or all 2) the one with the
‘largest’ vertex (using an arbitrary ‘less than’ relatio
gains access rights. The definition does not req
any communication, i.e. any process can determin
advance which simplex is handled by which proce
Consequently, blocking of simplices is now a pur
local operation. Additionally, this definition of acce
rights has the favorable implication, that every flip
fects only simplices accessible by exactly one or t
processes even when four simplices are involved.

In the algorithm a process checks every simp
with or without having access rights. Any flip of a
cessible simplices will be performed by the proce
If boundary simplices are involved the result will b
stored to inform neighbor processes and will be
changed regularly between the processes (Fig. 11, left
panel). Every process uses the received informatio
apply the flip sequence generated by the corresp
ing sending process to its copy of the boundary s
plices until the final state is achieved. No further co
munication is required.

If a flip between accessible and non-accessible s
plices is detected by a processp1 the flip will be sug-
gestedto the other processp2 (Fig. 11). That process
will check if this flip is possible which is the case
the simplex has not already been involved in anot
flip and not been suggested byp2 itself. All possible
flips are performed immediately. To prevent deadlo
of processes suggesting each other the same flip, e
flip is made unique by process ranking.

A special case is that a flip may not be detected
the processesp1 andp2 owning the simplices. The
may not share all the simplices or they just do not h
the corresponding simplex–simplex neighborship re
tions (Fig. 12). The detecting process then sugges
flip to one of these processesp1 andp2. The receiv-
ing process will detect if this flip is still possible an
suggest the flip to the second process like in the c
of normally suggested flips (Fig. 11, right panel).
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notes the
y criterion
begin do_flips()
slist {list of simplices to check}
flist {list of flips}
while slist not emptydo

for i = 0 until i < frequencydo
if σ ∈ slist is non-regularthen

if all simplices accessiblethen
execute flip
attach new simplices toslist
if flip is sharedthen

store result inflist
end if

else
block simplices
store suggested flip inflist

end if
end if

end for
sendflist to neighbors
call flip_events()

end while
end do_flips

begin flip_events()
count message from neighbor process
if flip counting not up to datethen

received delayed messages
end if
if flip resultthen

apply changes
else if flip suggestedthen

if simplices accessiblethen
apply flip
store result inflist

else
reject flip

end if
else if flip suggested by thirdthen

if simplices accessiblethen
store suggested flip inflist

end if
else if reject suggested flipthen

unblock simplices
end if
end flip_events

Fig. 11. The pseudo-code for the parallel flip algorithm. The left panel shows the serial part of the algorithm while the right panel de
events following received messages. The term ‘frequency’ determines the number of simplices which are checked for the Delauna
before parallel tasks are performed. The term ‘suggested by third’ refers toFig. 12.
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Fig. 12. An example of a suggested flip that cannot be dete
by the processes with access rights to either of the simplices.
flip 2 → 3 shall be detected. The upper simplex belongs to pro
p1 and the lower one top2 (indicated by the grey shading). Bo
processes are not linked because they do not share any sim
(compareFig. 4). Thus one of the processesp3, p4, orp5 will detect
and suggest the flip either top1 or p2. The implementation assure
that the flip is uniquely suggested by only one process.

Controlling the termination of the algorithm
widely similar to vertex deletion and insertion. In add
tion the master will request from every process a c
firmation of the termination status. This final confi
mation is required because a processpi can report tha
it is in the finished state while a neighbor processpk

induces new non-regular simplices for the processpi .
The loose synchronization of the processes ra

the same difficulties message ordering as in the
namic algorithms. Similarly as for vertex deletio
this is detected by the receiving process. Each gr
of flips exchanged with neighbor processes will
counted at the sending and receiving end. Additi
ally, the sending processp1 will send the counter o
all flip messages it has received from its neigh
processespi . The receiverp2 will then check if all flip
messages from its neighborspk have been received a
cording to the counters. If not, the message will
received and the correct message order is resto
Note that this message synchronization takes p
only when the messages depend on each other
only processes which are neighbors of both proce
p1 andp2 need to be considered for delayed messa
Otherwise the basic principle ‘first come, first serve
is applied.
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5.4. Vertex movements

To increase the overall performance, we replace
movement operation by a combination of vertex de
tion and insertion if the movement has to be split
too many parts. As this might happen to several v
tices, these events are collected and performed at
when all other vertices have already been moved w
the flip routine.

During the iterations of the flip algorithm non
flippable configurations can be generated[10,11].
Such configurations are composed of non-regular s
plices where no subset is in a simplex configurat
required for the elementary topological transform
tions: The simplices are in a non-convex configurat
(for an example see[11]). Thus the flip algorithm
completes without restoring the Delaunay prope
of the triangulation. Experimental results show th
this restricts the general applicability of the algorith
(Section6.5).

5.5. Changing vertex weights

In our target application the agent-based simu
tion of biological tissues cells may change their s
according to some law. The size of the cell is as
ciated with the weight of a vertex. For realistic mo
els small deviationsδwv � wv of the vertex weights
wv are assumed. These changes generally have
minor effects on the triangulation and are theref
applied before the kinetic routine starts (Fig. 11, left
panel). The topological changes induced by the n
vertex weights are applied together with the chan
resulting from the vertex displacements when the
algorithm is performed during the kinetic routin
The performance of this routine is included in t
movement of vertices and will not be analyzed s
arately.

6. Experimental results

We tested each of the algorithms separately
ing the following protocols. The test systems we
uniform vertex distributions inside a cube. Distrib
tions with 1000 (1k), 4000 (4k), 8000 (8k), 1600
(16k), 100000 (100k), and 1000000 (1000k) vertic
were used. Most of the tests were performed w
usual Delaunay triangulations without vertex weigh
The weight has major influence on the initial co
struction and is tested for the system size of 1
The performance of the dynamic and kinetic alg
rithms is widely independent of the presence of ver
weights—provided the weight changes are small.
regular triangulation is tested with a uniform dist
bution of the vertex weights with values between
and 10, 100, or 1000% of the average vertex dista
The average vertex distancel is approximated byl =
(Vcube/Nvert)

1/3 with Vcube the volume of the cube
andNvert the numbers of generated vertices. Note, t
redundant vertices may be included inNvert. Any op-
eration on the triangulation can change the balanc
vertices distributed across the processes. In the
shown the indicated change started with a fresh
tition. Currently dynamic load balancing between
processes is left to the application.

The initial triangulation and the changes in ter
of vertex positions, insertions, deletions, and d
placements were generated using the pseudo-ran
number generator ‘Scalable Parallel Random Num
Generator’ (SPRNG) version 1.0[39].

The tests were performed on an Origin 3800 w
R12000 processors located at the Centre for In
mation Technology Services and High Performa
Computing at the Dresden University of Technolo
Times were recorded usingMPI::Wtime() com-
mand from the MPI library. Error bars indicate o
standard deviation out of 10 different experiments w
different seeds for SPRNG. Data points missing in
figures have not been measured due to either large
cution times on small numbers of processors, or m
ory constraints for large sizes, or too few vertices to
distributed efficiently on many processors.

All presented algorithms show a remarkable sca
behavior, i.e. the execution time is decreasing w
more processors are used. An overview of the par
performance is shown inTable 1as a fit to Amdahl’s
law [40].

6.1. Initial construction

Although the modified incremental construction
gorithm exhibits a sufficient scaling behavior (Fig. 13),
the cost for inserting a single vertex is high. The exe
tion time of the algorithm increases dramatically wh
the vertex weights are large compared to the ave
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aw
,

Table 1
Table of parallel efficiency for the various operations performed on the triangulation. The experiments were fitted with Amdahl’s l[40]:
tp = ts[(1 − f ) + f/p], with tp the parallel execution time,ts the execution time on a single processor,f the fraction of parallelisable work
andp the number of processors used. Shown aref (ts) with ts in seconds. Optimal scaling behavior would bef = 1. Data points at 1000k
vertices and 1000% insertion are missing for hardware constraints

Operation 1k 4k 8k 16k 100k 1000k

Deletion
1% 0.70 (0.02) 0.80 (0.09) 0.86 (0.16) 0.94 (0.37) 0.98 (2.5) 1.00 (26.6)

10% 0.88 (0.19) 0.93 (0.82) 0.97 (1.8) 0.98 (3.7) 0.99 (25.5) 1.00 (258)
100% 0.94 (1.7) 0.97 (8.1) 0.99 (17.6) 0.99 (36.2) 0.99 (246) 1.00 (2660)

Insertion
10% 0.37 (0.05) 0.72 (0.26) 0.79 (0.58) 0.75 (1.1) 0.85 (5.6) 0.97 (109)
100% 0.69 (0.63) 0.86 (3.1) 0.90 (6.6) 0.93 (14.3) 0.96 (89.3) 0.99 (1274)
1000% 0.79 (7.7) 0.90 (34.7) 0.95 (77.9) 0.95 (155) 0.97 (956)

Random insertion
10% 0.56 (0.06) 0.74 (0.27) 0.86 (0.68) 0.91 (1.6) 0.97 (14.7) 0.99 (198)
100% 0.63 (0.74) 0.83 (3.2) 0.90 (7.6) 0.93 (16.6) 0.98 (156) 0.99 (2377)
1000% 0.75 (8.4) 0.87 (40.1) 0.94 (91) 0.95 (197) 0.98 (1790)

Displacement
10% 0.65 (0.37) 0.82 (1.6) 0.85 (3.3) 0.87 (6.7) 0.83 (24.0) 0.96 (442)
100% 0.64 (1.8) 0.84 (8.4) 0.87 (17.6) 0.89 (36.4) 0.90 (175)
1000% 0.37 (10.0) 0.61 (54.6) 0.77 (149) 0.79 (313) 0.83 (1975)
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vertex distance (Fig. 13). The time loss is caused b
the increased numbers of vertices to be checked du
face expansion.

6.2. Insertion

To test the dynamical insertion of vertices initial t
angulations were constructed and vertices were ad
in two manners: First, the new vertices were inser
close (less than the average vertex distance) to o
vertices—mimicking cell division in biological tis
sues. This is used to provide an initial guess wh
to start the simplex visibility walk. Second, vertic
were added randomly inside the cube containing
initial vertex distribution without a guess. Three d
ferent numbers of vertices were chosen: (i) A fract
0.1 of the initial system size (10% insertion). (ii) Th
vertex number was doubled (100% insertion). (iii) T
10-fold numbers of vertices of the initial triangulatio
was added (1000% insertion).

The parallel scaling factor of the insertion alg
rithm shows no significant difference between loc
ized and random vertex insertion (Fig. 14, Table 1).
For small system size the parallel scaling is reduc
since much of the triangulation consists of bound
Fig. 13. Parallel performance of the incremental construction a
rithm for 16k vertices with different closed symbols denoting diff
ent vertex weights. The line indicates the slope of−1 achieved by
optimal scaling for comparison. (The data for 1000% vertex we
have not been measured with 1 processor and contain less th
runs per data point for 2, 4, and 8 processors due to extremely
execution times.)

simplices requiring much communication. In the ca
of weighted vertices the insertion times are decre
ing with increasing weight (not shown). This effect
caused by an increased amount of redundant vert
For those the algorithm stops with the completion
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l guess
f insert
Fig. 14. Timings of the insertion routine for inserting vertices close to a given vertex (left panels) and without providing an initia
(right panels). The different symbols denote different initial system sizes while the different panels correspond to different fractions oed
vertices. See text for details.
–
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the simplex walk omitting the effort of the Bowyer
Watson algorithm.

Despite similar scaling behavior the timing wh
inserting vertices without initial guess is significan
increased for large sizes indicating the additional ti
required to locate the first simplex of the Bowye
Watson algorithm by the simplex visibility walk.
6.3. Combining initial construction and insertion

As the initial construction has an unsatisfying se
performance we performed tests in which 1000 v
tices per processor were selected randomly for tr
gulation using the incremental construction while
remaining ones (if any) are inserted using the con
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Fig. 15. The construction times for the initial triangulation using
cremental construction and concurrent Bowyer–Watson combi
The different symbols denote different system sizes. Error bars
cate one standard deviation of 100 runs. The construction time
substantially smaller as compared to a pure incremental cons
tion (Fig. 13). However, the scaling behavior is destroyed. See
for details.

rent Bowyer–Watson algorithm. The number of v
tices has to be chosen sufficiently large in order
distribute them on large numbers of processes.

The overall gain in performance by the combin
initial construction is significant as long as a re
vant amount of vertices are inserted with the conc
rent Bowyer–Watson algorithm (seeFig. 15 as com-
pared toFig. 13). However, the scaling behavior
destroyed. The more processors are used the m
vertices are triangulated by the incremental const
tion algorithm and less by the concurrent Bowye
Watson algorithm. Therefore the gain achieved by
parallel execution is counteracted by a higher fr
tion of vertices inserted with the slower incremen
construction. The total gain in performance can a
be observed when triangulating vertices with diff
ent weights. For small weights there is no signific
difference to the unweighted case. For large weig
the overall construction time is dominated by the sl
incremental construction step at the beginning (
shown).

6.4. Deletion

The deletion algorithm was tested by removing
randomly chosen fraction of 1, 10, and 100% of
triangulated vertices. It exhibits the best scaling beh
ior of the algorithms presented here (Table 1). Smaller
gains in performance are observed for small syst
and small numbers of deleted vertices (Fig. 16). This
Fig. 16. Performance graph of the deletion routine. Different s
bols denote different initial system size. Different panels corresp
to different fractions of deleted vertices. See text for details.

result reflects the greater influence of inhomogene
of the data distribution within data-parallel algorithm
The time needed to delete all the vertices is ab
as large as the construction time for the triangu
tion (Fig. 15). The cause is the slow incremental co
struction algorithm used to fill the cavity which e
ceeds the time needed to locate the vertex in the
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6.5. Moving vertices

In the kinetic tests all vertices have been moved
choosing every component of the displacement ve
uniform randomly within a symmetric interval[−l, l]
with l equal 10, 100, or 1000% of the average d
tance of vertices (Fig. 17). For most applications th
smallest displacement is realistic. The numerical
periments also support the view that larger chan
in the triangulation are inefficiently solved by the fl
algorithm. As mentioned before the problem of no
flippable configurations can arise when moving
vertices synchronously. Indeed, for 100% displa
ment this occurred quite frequently while in the ca
of 1000% displacement almost none of the new c
figurations could be achieved by the flip algorith
and the run got stuck in non-flippable configuratio
When the code detects such situations, the triang
tion is recomputed form scratch. Therefore the p
sented timings consist of the time needed for the
algorithm until failure plus the time for a comple
re-triangulation (Fig. 17). Thus, only displacement
significantly smaller than the average vertex dista
take advantage of the flip algorithm to restore the D
launay criterion. Note that, all times shown include
time for checking the orientation of simplices befo
applying the vertex displacements (Section5.2) and
thea posterioriorientation check.

7. Conclusions

We presented a tool that offers the parallel exe
tion of particle dynamics on parallel machines on
of a regular triangulation. To our knowledge, the p
allel algorithms for dynamic and kinetic vertices a
completely new and for the first time permit the fu
set of all necessary topological operations on reg
triangulations performed on a distributed memory
chitecture.

The assumption of uniform vertex distribution a
fects only the initial triangulation, whereas the d
namic and kinetic algorithms do not rely on this a
sumption. Inhomogeneities in the distribution of wo
load concerning the number of insertions, deletio
Fig. 17. Computing times of the kinetic routine. The different p
els correspond to variations of the displacement length while
symbols denote different sizes of the triangulation. The kine
algorithm for its own is represented by the graph for 10% displa
ment. Other panels intermix other parts of the algorithms. See
for details.

displacements, or weight changes should be coun
balanced by a proper partition of data provided by
user. The dynamic and kinetic algorithms presen
here are able to deal with any data distribution
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though the performance suffers in some particular c
figurations.

For many vertex distributions it important to pr
vide numerical robustness in all Delaunay algorithm
The robustness can be dropped by the user in f
of faster but insecure floating point operations if t
vertex distributions and changes applied to the tri
gulation exhibit sufficient small computational erro
of the signed Delaunay distance (Eq.(5)), orientation
(Eq.(3)) and orthosphere (Eq.(4)) primitive.

A drawback of the tool presented here is the rela
expensive data structure that has to be maintaine
serve the needs of many applications (a typical ex
ple of 100k vertices on 16 CPUs requires about 48
per CPU). In spite of the cost of the initial triangul
tion paid only once, the dynamic and kinetic routin
show a reasonable performance increase upon p
lel execution. Especially, when the tool is applied
biological tissues the optimal requirements of sm
displacements can be assumed leading to a sub
tial performance gain for the desired operations on
Delaunay graph.

During all vertex operations (except deletion)
dundant vertices might be generated which are h
dled properly by the triangulation. It is up to the a
plication to treat these vertices. For biological si
ulations however, redundant vertices are unsuita
as they do not represent any physiological behav
Thus, the application should prevent the genera
of redundant vertices by setting a proper position
weight. A sufficient condition is that any sphere as
ciated to a vertex is never covered by more than
half by another sphere[3].

As this work is focused on the dynamic and kine
changes to an existing regular triangulation the per
mance of the initial construction is of minor impo
tance. The major improvements are for the dynam
changes of an existing triangulation. In the contex
agent-based cell tissue modeling three scenarios a
importance: First, the case of fast dividing cells. He
the performance of the insertion algorithm is imp
tant in order to insert new cells. Second, the death
cells is important and depends on the deletion rou
removing dead cells. The third scenario are fast m
ing cells relying on the kinetic routine. For the simu
tion of cells the two dynamic and the kinetic routin
will be executed many times thus requiring most
the calculation time. The application of the presen
-

-

f

algorithms to single-cell-based models of biologi
tissue is a matter of further investigations.

Appendix A. Computation of the signed Delaunay
distance

The signed Delaunay distance SD(D) of a vertex
D = (d,wd) in respect to the face〈A,B,C〉 is defined
as[21,22]:

SD(D)
def= [

m(D) − m〈A,B,C〉
]

(A.1)· (a − b) × (a − c)
‖(a − b) × (a − c)‖

by replacing the circumsphere centersm(d) and
m〈a,b,c〉 by the corresponding orthosphere cent
m(D) andm〈A,B,C〉 in Eq.(5). To get a useful expres
sion for evaluating SD(D) we rewrite the orthospher
equation (Eq.(2)) in matrix form following[22]:


1 ax ay az

1 bx by bz

1 cx cy cz

1 dx dy dz







‖m(D)‖2 − wm

−2mx(D)

−2my(D)

−2mz(D)




(A.2)= −



‖a‖2 − wa

‖b‖2 − wb

‖c‖2 − wc

‖d‖2 − wd


 .

Subtracting the first row from the other rows gives[
bx − ax by − ay bz − az

cx − ax cy − ay cz − az

dx − ax dy − ay dz − az

][−2mx(D)

−2my(D)

−2mz(D)

]

(A.3)= −
[ ‖b‖2 − ‖a‖2 − wb + wa

‖c‖2 − ‖a‖2 − wc + wa

‖d‖2 − ‖a‖2 − wd + wa

]
.

We now write the equations in matrix form
MT[−2m(D)] = −α with

M =
[

bx − ax cx − ax dx − ax

by − ay cy − ay dy − ay

bz − az cz − az dz − az

]
and

α =
[ ‖b‖2 − ‖a‖2 − wb + wa

‖c‖2 − ‖a‖2 − wc + wa

‖d‖2 − ‖a‖2 − wd + wa

]
.

By finding aQR-decomposition[41] of the matrixM
into an upper triangular matrixR and an orthogona
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matrix Q = [q1,q2,q3] with the orthonormal column
vectorsqi :

M =
[

bx − ax cx − ax dx − ax

by − ay cy − ay dy − ay

bz − az cz − az dz − az

]
= QR

(A.4)=
[

q11 q12 q31
q12 q22 q32
q13 q23 q33

][
r11 r12 r13
0 r22 r23
0 0 r33

]
.

We write the left-hand side of the equation as

(A.5)MT[−2m(D)
] = RT[−2QTm(D)

] = RTµ

with µ = −2QTm(D). The vectorsq1 and q2 can
be chosen in the affine plane containing the f
〈A,B,C〉. Consequently, onlyq3 depends on the ver
texD.

When comparingM with Eq. (3) one can see tha
det(M) = −O(A,B,C,D), hence O(A,B,C,D) =
−r11r22r33 when the QR decomposition is used
Therefore the sign of the determinant of the matrixR

will give the orientation of the simplex formed by th
face〈A,B,C〉 and the vertexD.

Now we can rewrite the expression for the cen
of the orthospherem(D) using Eq.(A.5) with only µz

depending on the vertexD:

(A.6)m(D) = −1

2
(µxq1 + µyq2 + µzq3).

The center of the orthocircle of the face〈A,B,C〉 is
then given by

(A.7)m〈A,B,C〉 = −1

2
(µxq1 + µyq2) + (q3 · a)q3.

Taking into account that:

(A.8)
(a − b) × (a − c)

‖(a − b) × (a − c)‖ = sign(r11r22r33)q3,

this yields another form of the signed Delaunay d
tance

(A.9)SD(D) = −sign(r11r22r33)

(
µz

2
+ q3 · a

)
.

To find a vertexD, which expands the face〈A,B,C〉,
theQR decomposition for this face is performed on
giving the three vectorsq1,q2,q3 and the compo
nentsr11, r12, r22. Now the signed Delaunay distan
is evaluated by computingr33 to get the orientation
primitive andµz for the orthosphere primitive.
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